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Roll straightening is an important process link in sheet production. Due to the step change of the straightening force during the
straightening bite and the tail flick, the whole-plate length straightening and pressing process changes will affect the straightening
effect. Based on the solution of the curvature integral straightening process, this paper introduces the stiffness coefficient of the
straightening equipment. ,rough C language programming, the iterative solution has been realized, and the process parameters
of the dynamic change of the straightening reduction have been obtained. ,e enumeration method was used to establish a
calculation method to optimize the entire board-length straightening process. ,e laboratory comparison of the 11-roll
straightening machine proves that the straightening process optimization model meets the application requirements.

1. Introduction

Roll straightening, as an important process step in sheet
production, directly determines product quality. ,e setting
and optimization of process parameters have been the focus
of research by domestic and foreign scholars due to the
nonlinearity of the metal material and the stiffness of the
straightening equipment. At present, a lot of research has
been conducted at home and abroad on the theory of
straightening and the setting of process parameters. Cui [1]
deduced the calculation method of each parameter in the
straightening process by studying the continuous simply
supported beam model. He [2] performed an analysis by
reinforcing the material and concluded that the large de-
formation strategy residual-curvature control is better than
the small deformation strategy. Grüber and Hirt [3] per-
formed the analysis of curvature change and residual stress
during the straightening process based on the finite element
method. Li et al. [4] simulated the tension-leveling process
using two-dimensional and three-dimensional frames. ,e
results showed that the tension-leveling process should be

simulated in three dimensions. Cui and Shi [5] investigated
the effect of the grid interval on the residual curvature of
longitudinal profiled plates. Liu et al. [6] studied the evo-
lution of stress in a continuous bending process, and the
effect of the strain-hardening model was studied. Despite
being widely available, these models fail to satisfy the ever-
increasing requirement for flatness because the models do
not fully consider the contact state between the plate and
rollers. Fumio [7] obtained that the contact point is located
in front of the top point of the straightening roller by ex-
perimental verification of the plate strip, but the location is
extremely difficult to determine. Tani et al. [8] further
verified the contact point between the plate and the
straightening roll, which is not directly below the
straightening roll, by the finite element analysis method and
experiments. Kado andMaeda [9] proposed a new analytical
model of continuous curvature for the solution of residual
curvature. Goshi et al. [10] performed curvature integration
by the straightening process and solved it. Xue et al. [11–13]
suggested that the contact angle has a cumulative effect
throughout the straightening process, and this cumulative
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effect hurts the residual curvature, which was verified by
numerical simulation for calculation. Liu et al. [14–16] used
numerical algorithms to solve for the curvature and con-
cluded that the original curvature has a large effect on the
contact angle of the first few rolls. Yin et al. [17] studied the
section steel-leveling process on a flexible roller system
based on springback theory. ,ey believe that the large and
small deformation-leveling strategy definition is helpful to
set reasonable roller intermeshes according to a different
plate. Also, they improve the section steel-leveling quality by
adjusting the last rollers. Zhang et al. [18] studied the model
and finite element analysis of the steel strip tensioning, and
the leveling process was carried out to corroborate the
straightening process. All the above studies were based on
the premise of a straightening steady state.

During the straightening process, the strapping and tail
flicking off the strip will cause a step change in the
straightening force, resulting in different deformations of the
equipment and affecting the change of the straightening
process parameters. Japanese scholars [19, 20] studied the
impact of bounce on straightening but did not give a feasible
straightening process plan.

In this paper, based on the curvature integral solution
process, the inclined straightening model is derived, as well
as the optimization method of the bounce straightening
process model, and the model is iteratively calculated using
C language programming. A laboratory eleven-roll
straightening machine verified it.

2. A Curvature Integral Model of the
Straightening Process

In this paper, the plate straightening process is conducted by
using an eleven-roller leveler, as shown in Figure 1. Five
rollers are mounted on the upper support and the others on
the lower support. ,e lower support is fixed on the frame,
while the upper support is connected to the four hydraulic
cylinders. ,e hydraulic cylinders set the roller gaps in
advance. ,e plate is bent in an alternate direction by the
rollers when it goes through the leveler. It is forced into
elastic-plastic deformation due to the bidirectional bending
exerted by staggered gaps.,erefore, the leveling process can
be considered a continuous alternating bending and reverse
bending process. ,e plate defects including flatness im-
perfections can be eliminated in the leveling process. Use the
pressure sensor to observe the straightening force.

2.1. Analysis of Curvature Integral $eory. ,e straightening
of the plate is a process of repeated bending; curvature is a
physical quantity that describes the degree of curvature of an
object in space. It vividly expresses the entire bending state of
the plate during the straightening process, so it can construct a
straightening calculation model based on the curvature of the
research condition [21, 22], as shown in Figure 2. A few
explanations for the calculation model are provided.

(i) ,e contact points of the i and i + 1 rollers are
A(xi, zi) and B(xi+1, zi+1)

(ii) ,e distance between the contact points A and B of
the i and i + 1 roller is Li

(iii) ,e angle (θx) between the tangent from A to B and
the x-axis greater than 90° is “+” and less than is “−”

(iv) δi is the reduction of the upper roller i along the
z-axis

,rough the above points, the mechanical conditions
satisfied by any point c on the straightening interval are as
follows:

Mi � 
B/2

−B/2


H/2

−H/2
σz(x)dy dz, (1)

Mx � Mi +
Mi+1 − Mi( x

Li

. (2)

,e relationship between the curvature kx of the neutral
layer of the sheet section and the bending deflection y is as
the following equation:

1
ρx

� kx �
d
2
y

dx
2 �

Mx

EI
, (3)

where Mx is the bending moment at any part of the section,
σz(x) is the bending stress distribution of the sheet section, E
is Young’s modulus, and I is the inertia moment of the
geometric section.

,e contact angles θx and down feed zx can be calculated
by the first and second integral of curvaturekx:

θx � 
x

0
kxdx + C1, (4)

zx � 
X

0
θxdx + C2 � 

X

0


x

0
kxdx dX + C1(X − 0) + C2.

(5)

When point C moves to point A and B in Figure 2,
equations (4) and (5) can be further derived as follows:

∓θi+1 � 
Li

0
kxdx ± θi, (6)

∓zi+1 � 
Li

0


Li

0
kxdx dX ± θi, (7)

where the sign-in equations (6) and (7) depend on the roller
ID i. If the i roller is the upper roller, the sign-in equation (6)
is “+,” while it is “−” in equation (7). Otherwise, the sign-in
equation (6) is “−,” while it is “+” in equation (7).

In Figure 2, the geometric relationship can be obtained:

zi+1 � δi+1 − R 1 − cosθi(  − R 1 − cosθi+1( , (8)

∓ δi+1 − R 1 − cosθi(  − R 1 − cosθi+1( ( 

� 
Li

0


Li

0
kxdx dX ± θi,

(9)
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where R is the radius of the straightening roll.
In the curvature solution of the whole straightening process,

the straightening interval equations are constructed according
to the relationship between the contact angle, the reduction
amount, and the reverse bending rate of each straightening
interval, as shown in equations (8) and (9). Suppose the number
of straightening rollers is n, then a nonlinear equation group
consisting of 2 × (n − 1) nonlinear equations can be con-
structed, in which there are 2 × (n − 1) unknowns, θ1 − θn k2 −

kn−1. ,e unknown number is equal to the number of
equations, and the residual curvature, contact angle, and
inverse bending rate can be calculated theoretically.

2.2. Straightening Process. ,e plate straightening process
can be divided into three stages: biting, continuous
straightening, and tail flicking. ,e straightening force
depends on different straightening stages, as shown in
Figure 3.

At the beginning of the biting phase, the head of the
plate gradually enters the straightening machine. As time t
increases, at t1, the straightening from the three rollers
increases to the eleven-rollers’ straightening, reaching a
stable stage. During this process, the straightening force
increases stepwise. Under the action of the straightening
force, the roll gap is continuously increasing relative to the
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the curvature integral-method model construction.
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Figure 1: Straightening equipment and its structure.
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initial roll gap, and it tends to be stable after the plate passes
through the roll system. In the tail-flicking phase, starting
at t2, the plates leave in sequence, and eleven rollers reduce
the number of rollers acting on the plate. At t3, the
straightening is completed. In this process, the straight-
ening force decreases successively, the bounce of the
equipment decreases, and the roll gap gradually returns to
the initial setting state.

In the whole process of sheet straightening, suppose the
straightening force is Pi, the reduction is zi, and the real
reduction is zi, the relationship between the three is as follows:

Δi �
Pi

K
, (10)

zi � zi − Δi. (11)

First of all, from the different stages of plate biting,
continuous and stable straightening, and tail-flicking,
according to the different number of straightening and
continuous bending, three-rollers’ straightening to eleven-
rollers’ straightening and different curvature integral
equations are constructed. In this process, consider the
influence of the changes in the straightening state during the
three rollers’ straightening to the eleven rollers over the
straightening process on the calculation of the straightening
process. Secondly, through the result of curvature integral
calculation, the straightening force and equipment bounce at
different moments are further calculated. Recalculate the
calculated device bounce into the depression parameter.
Finally, repeat this process to keep the straightening force
and equipment bounce in balance. ,e calculation process is
shown in Figure 4.

3. Straightening Process Optimization Method

,e residual curvature after straightening is the main in-
dicator of straightening quality. For the residual curvature of
each stage of eleven-rollers’ straightening, it depends on the
first and last roll-reduction amount z2 and z10:

CC � z2, z10 . (12)

,erefore, the problem of the straightening process is
attributed to the maximum residual curvature in the total
plate length required for different z2 and z10 and the
minimum residual curvature in the feasible region of z2
and z10.

,e optimization model is as follows:

(1) ,e design variables are z2 and z10

(2) ,e objective synthesis function is as follows:

CC optimal � min max CC(i,j) biting, CC(i,j) continuous, CC(i,j) tail  .

(13)

According to the characteristics of the straightening
process setting, the optimization method is solved by the
enumeration method, assuming that the first reduction can
take the value of n, and the value range is kw � (1 − 5)kt. ,e
end reduction can take the value ofm, and the value range is
kw � (0 − 1)kt; there will be a total of n×m process pa-
rameters. According to the actual straightening situation, in
the head, middle, and tail, the bounces produced are dif-
ferent, corresponding to 3 × n × m residual curvature values,
and the optimal straightening process plan is calculated and
judged.

4. Calculation Results and
Experimental Analysis

,e main technical parameters of the straightening equip-
ment and the mechanical properties of the straightened
sheet are shown in Table 1.

4.1. Calculation Results. According to the calculation model
in this paper, the calculation is performed on the plate with
length×width× height of 1000mm× 350mm× 4∼6mm,
assuming that the initial curvature is 0, the material is
isotropic, and there is no residual stress distribution. ,e
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Figure 3: Variation of straightening force during the straightening process.
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calculation results of the head, continuous straightening,
and residual curvature of the tail are shown in Figures 5–7.

As shown in Figures 5–7, in the stable stage, the result of
the residual curvature set by the traditional reduction is sig-
nificantly greater than the calculation with the bounce setting,

and the single-roll reduction adjustment is close to the overall
reduction setting. During the biting process, as shown in
Figures 5(a)–7(a), the dynamic single-roll setting calculation is
used for the initial biting, which is closer to the traditional
reduction calculation result. As the number of biting rolls

Start

Read the reduction rate

Calculate internal moment Mi

Calculate reverse curvature 

Calculate the H, G

From 3 to 11 roller equations by equations 8 and 9

Iterative solution of equations
ΔCc ≤ 0.01

Calculate straightening force

Correction of reduction by equations 10 and 11 
Δ ≤ 0.001

End

No
No

Yes

Yes

Out P, Cc, θ

Figure 4: Calculation flow of whole-plate straightening.

Table 1: Mechanical property parameters of straightening equipment and straightening plate.

Abbreviation Unit Meaning Parameter value
N — Number of work rollers 11
D m Roller diameter 0.095
T m Roller space 0.1
K m Machine stiffness coefficient 2×108

σs Pa Yield stress 2.35×108

E Pa Young’s modulus 2.1× 1011

µ — Poisson’s ratio 0.3
L m Plate length 1
B m Plate width 0.35
h m Plate height 0.004∼0.006

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 5



increases, the single-roller dynamic reduction setting is closer
to the calculation of the overall bounce-reduction setting. As
the plate is completely bitten, the overall frame force becomes
stable and enters a stable stage, which is also in line with
Figures’ 5(b)–7(b) happening. During the tail-flicking process,
the plate gradually leaves the straightening machine. At this
time, the one-way total straightening force is reduced, the
reduction gradually returns to the traditional setting, and the
residual curvature returns from the overall reduction

adjustment to the traditional reduction setting; the result is
closer to using traditional calculations. ,erefore, the vari-
ability of the reduction during this change process causes the
curvature of the final straightened sheet to be inconsistent.,is
is consistent with the actual situation.

It can be seen from Figures 5–7 that as the thickness of
the plate increases, the impact of bounce on the straight-
ening process gradually increases. Because the rigidity co-
efficient of the equipment remains unchanged, the thickness
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Figure 5: Variation of residual curvature during straightening of 4mm plate thickness: (a) biting process; (b) continuous straightening
process; (c) tail-flick process.
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increases when the straightening equipment remains un-
changed, increasing the one-way straightening force and
causing a larger bounce factor. At the same time, the re-
duction of the thick plate is relatively small, so it is more
likely to cause changes in the straightening process.

4.2. Experimental Analysis. Straightening is carried out for
different sheet thicknesses. ,e specifications and process
parameters are shown in Table 2. ,e residual curvature
value after straightening is between 0.3 and 0.5, and the
one-way straightening force error is within 10%.,e model
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Figure 6: Variation of residual curvature during straightening of 5mm plate thickness: (a) biting process; (b) continuous straightening
process; (c) tail-flick process.
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Figure 7: Variation of residual curvature during straightening of 6mm plate thickness: (a) biting process; (b) continuous straightening
process; (c) tail-flick process.

Table 2: Comparison of calculation and experimental data.

Plate height (mm)
Reduction
(mm) Straightening force (kN) Residual curvature

z2 z10 Calculated Experimental Error (%) Calculated Experimental Error (%)

4 1.1 −0.1 96.82 89.65 7.99 −0.40 0.39 2.8
5 0.8 −0.2 151.30 146.25 3.45 0.42 0.43 −3.89
6 0.6 −0.2 217.91 208.91 4.30 0.45 0.42 6.38
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algorithm is consistent with the live test value. ,e cal-
culated value of the straightening force model is smaller
than the measured data. ,e reason may be as follows: in
the model establishment, factors such as material work
hardening were not considered.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the device stiffness factor is introduced to
analyze the curvature of the full-plate length straightening
process. Based on the above calculations and experimental
results, the following conclusions are drawn:

(1) Established a calculation model considering the re-
sidual curvature of the whole plate after the equip-
ment bounced and straightened.

(2) Established a full-plate long-roll straightening pro-
cess parameter optimization model considering
equipment bounce to meet the application re-
quirements of straightening process parameter
optimization.

(3) Calculated through examples, during the biting
process, the impact of the bounce factor gradually
increases, and during the continuous straightening
process, the impact tends to be stable and gradually
decreases in the final flick stage. Besides, with the
increase of plate thickness, the change of bounce to
the straightening process parameters increases.

Data Availability

,e processed optimization model required to reproduce
these findings cannot be shared at this time as the data also
form part of an ongoing research in the coming academic
year.
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